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 Each player has a built-in bank, a "Starting Bank" which allows them to add to it and a "Play Bank" which is temporarily
available for use during the game. There are four types of balls, A, B, C, D, available for play. Each ball has a different value

and has its own specific characteristics. The first player to play a ball of their type on the other's court wins a game. In Top Spin
2, which was released in 2008, the movement and tactics of the player and their opponent are controlled by advanced graphics
technology. A more realistic physics engine uses the Allegro framework to create a high level game-engine. The graphics have
been upgraded to include a higher resolution and a more detailed texture map. The player can also create their own avatar. For
Top Spin 3, the movement and tactics are controlled using a new physics-based model, while the graphics have been improved,

and the game-engine has been expanded to allow more game modes. Top Spin 4 was released on 27 October 2012, and is a
hybrid of Top Spin 2 and 3, with the graphics being more detailed than Top Spin 2 and the gameplay more advanced than Top
Spin 3. Reception A January 2004 review for Next Generation of PC gaming magazine by Gary Trainor, stated that Top Spin

"makes for one of the most entertaining and original tennis simulations to hit the PC yet." The game's best feature is its physics,
which delivers an "extremely realistic" tennis experience. The reviewers also noted the voice and animation quality, which are

"consistently good" and the graphics, which is good enough to satisfy most players. References Category:2002 video games
Category:Cancelled PlayStation 2 games Category:PlayStation 2 games Category:PlayStation Portable games

Category:PlayStation Network games Category:Sports video games with career mode Category:Windows games Category:Video
games developed in the United Kingdom Category:Video games set in China Category:Video games set in Germany

Category:Video games set in the United States Category:Video games set in Switzerland Category:Video games set in Hong
Kong Category:Video games set in Australia Category:Video games set in Brazil Category:Video games set in Chile

Category:Video games set in Argentina Category:Video games set in Monaco Category:Video games set in India
Category:Video 82157476af
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